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ABSTRACT 

The present study is an evaluation of the service delivery 

programme offered at the Palmerston North Plunket-Karitane 

family unit. The study had three aims: firstly, to 

iv 

replicate and extend an investigation conducted on a similar 

programme in Dunedin; secondly, to examine the eitiology 

and intensity of stress experienced by the service delivery 

staff; and thirdly, to systematically evaluate programme 

process and outcome. Results obtained in the present study 

were in many respects similar to those obtained in the 

Dunedin study , but some significant differences are also 

noted. Although valuable information pertaining to the 

causes of stress was obtained, the service delivery staff 

recorded stress levels comparable to other working women. 

Process and outcome evaluation data indicated that the 

programme was functioning in accordance with its aims and 

objectives, however recommendations for programme modification 

and improvement are offered. 
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INTRODOCTIOO 

Brief History of the Royal New Zealand Plunket Society (Inc.) 

The Royal New Zealand Plunket Society (Incorporated) is a legally 

constituted organization whose manbers, also legally incorporated l:x:xli.es, 

are the 119 Plunket Branch Societies throughout New Zealand. Each 

autonorrous Branch ernJ:xxiies several sul:rbranches which functionally are 

sul:rcornnittees of the parent Branch, and are under its jurisdiction 

(Royal New Zealand Plunket Society, undated) . The purpose of the Society 

is to provide a preventative health-care service to all New Zealand 

infants and pre-school children (Geddis and Silva, 1979). 

The "Plunket Society" was founded in 1907 by Dr Fredrick Truby King, who 

was at that ti.Ire SUperintendent of Seacliffe Mental Hospital in Dunedin. 

Dr King saw a relationship between the high infant nortality rate; 73 

per 1000 live births, (Parry, 1982) and the prevailing attitudes and 

practices associated with infant rearing. On the 14th May, 1907 he 

expounded his theories to an audience of influential Dunedin wanen, who 

enthusiastically embraced his doctrine of ". • • breast feeding, natural 

foods, cleanliness, and fresh air" (Travers, 1981, p.3). Within a year 

the Truby King Motherhood lv'..ovanent, the forerunner to the Society for 

the Heal th of Wanen and Children, later to becx:Ine the Royal New Zealand 

Plunket Society, was inoorporated. The aim of the organization was to 

not only decrease infant nortality but also to inprove the health of 

children through mutual support and education of parents. An early 

follower of the Truby King philosophy, lady Plunket, wife of the 

contemporary Governor of New Zealand, gave her name to the specialist 

nurses errployed to do this work, and later in rea:>gni tion of her 

patronage the organization became known as the Plunket Society (ibid) • 

In the 80 years since inception the Plunket Society has become an 

integral part of the New Zealand health service. In l980, Plunket 

nurses visited alnost 42,000 new- babies: 83% of all infants born in 

New Zealand that year (Parry, l982), and a study of Dunedin families, 

(Gedd:f s and Silva, 19791 reported 98% as having experienced sane Plunket 

ccntact. '!he early years of the Society saw rapid expansion to provide 

a nationwide ne~rk of trained .Plunket nurses who offered danicillary 

and clinic visits to parents needing practical assistance, advice, and 

support. By 1927 Karitane Hospitals had been established in Dunedin, 
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Christchurch, Auckland, Wanganui, Invercargill, and Wellington. The 

purpose of these hospitals was twofold: firstly, they served as training 

schools for Karitane nurses and Plunket nurses; and seCX)ndly, they were 

available for nothers and infants requiring nore intensive residential 

care. Al though the pram::,tion of sound infant management practices has 

always been a primary concern, in the rrore recent past the Society has 

expanded its activities to include canpaigning for hydatid erradication, 

oovine tuberculosis testing, fluoridation of water supplies, vaccination 

prograrnnes, and child accident prevention. 

Initially the Society was funded by donation, public subscription, and 

the fundraising activities of the volunteers who made up the Society's 

rcanbership. As involvement in infant heal th care expanded, and running 

oosts escalated, the Society was forced to seek Government assistance, 

ha.vever despite sone pressure, it has retained its autonomy. Sane 

funding is also provided by the Karitane Products Society Limited, 

a a:rrpany set up in 1927 to manufacture the Plunket Society infant 

dietary supplem:mts, which are only available for sale to Society 

rnerrbers. Between 1979 and 1982 Karitane Products donated surplus 

profits of $200,000 to the Plunket Society (Parry, 1982). 

The Developrent of Plunket-I<ari.tane Family Units 

By the 1970s it became obvious that the role of Karitane Hospitals in 

the care of premature and weakling babies was being taken over by public 

hospitals with sophisticated neo-natal units. As Parry (1982) has noted 

"Karitane Hospitals belonged to a past era, when costs were lower, lal::our 

cheaper, nothers rrore ignorant, paediatric advice less readily available." 

(p. 158.) Furthenrore, for many cases hospital care was inappropriate 

and Karitane Hospitals were underutilized and expensive to operate 

(Clarkson, Brown, Fraser, Herbison and Geddis, 1985). Parry (1982) 

reoords that in 1977 while 63% of the Plunket Society annual budget was 

spent on district w::>rk caring for 96% of the Plunket caseload, Karitane 

Hospitals consutred 37% to benefit just 4t of cases. Additionally, 

admission to the hospitals had becx::rne nore a:mronly for social reasons, 

and less and less for ill-health, nutrition, or infant management 

probl~. Between 1978 and 1980 Karitane Hospitals were phased out, and 

replaced by cnnnrunity-based family units, staffed by Plunket nurses and 

Karitanes. 
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'lhe aim of the Plunket-Karitane family servire is to provide an 'extended 

family' for parents" ••• offering helpful and well infornm assistanre 

with problems that often conrern young parents with infants and toddlers. 

In practire, it offers a broad educational approach to child-rearing and 

family relationships." (:Royal New Zealand Plunket Society infonnation 

brochure.) 

The Plunket-Karitane family servire operates a dual system of assistance 

to families with young children through the family units and the nobile 

Karitane servieie. The family units provide an infonnal environroont where 

parents can be advised on such matters as infant-care, household ma.nag~ 

rnent, and family relationships. Units are also a place where those in 

need of a break from the demands of parenting can obtain a few hours 

rest, and those seeking social oontact can meet other parents. fubile 

Karitanes are available to go to family h::>me.s and give practical 

assistance w.i th child-care and household management. 

The Plunket-Karitane family service assistance is offered free of charge 

to i.ts users, al though voluntary oontributions are accepted. It is 

funded partly by Government a:mtribution, and the balance by public 

donation and funds raised by the voluntary sector of the Plunket Society. 

Evaluation of the Service 

Evaluation of this new type of Plunket servire was obviously desirable 

once family units becarre well established. Hc,..,rever, because clients in 

different areas have different needs, each of the 27 family units 

throughout New Zealand was given the autonomy to develop its CMn identity 

within the parameters of the family unit ooncept. This suggests that 

any indepth evaluation of family service functioning should be done at 

local level, since national evaluations yield only very general 

infonnation. To date the only conpleted formal evaluation has been of 

the two Dunedin units (Clarkson et al., 1985). 

The present study was conducted following an approach made to the 

Departrcent of Psychology at Massey Uri.versity by the Palmerston North 

Plunket-Karitane family unit management cx:mnittee, for an evaluation 

study to be oonduct.ed. The managarent cx:mnittee request was prarpted 

by a resigning family unit nurse, ~ linked-the high turnover of staff 

to the stress associated with working in a family unit. 
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Although a fonnal brief for the research project was requested, the 

management corrmittee failed to provide one, leaving the extent and focus 

of the evaluation to the discretion of the research designers. 'lhe 

Palmerston North family unit was established in 1978. Because no fonnal 

evaluation of the unit programne had been undertaken since the unit had 

begun operation, a detailed evaluation research study, looking at 

programre resources, inplementatian, and effects was indicated. It had 

been suggested that stress was a factor contributing to staff resignations, 

and so while this area was targeted for particular attention, the 

evaluation was comprehensive and oovered all aspects of the family unit 

functioning. 



1. 0 E.VALUATICN RF.SEAIO-I: AN OVERVIEW 

1.1 The Problem of Definition 

Evaluation as a legitimate field of applied social science research has 

becx:>rre increasingly iflI:ortant over the last two decades (Raizen and 
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Rossi, 1982): however, as Freeman (1977) and Riecken (1977) have both 

noted, opinion as to what constitutes evaluation research varies consider

ably. Riecken (1977) has observed that while some research which falls 

within the area of evaluation is not classified as such by its authors, 

other research which rrerely assembles statistical information, or 

provides informed judgement, is clairred to be evaluation. Glass and 

Ellett (1980) assert that definitions of evaluation, both g::xx3. and bad, 

around. They reproach writers for creating definitions to enphasize nav 

aspects of evaluation, accusing them of being indifferent to whether 

a definition is too broad thereby including spurious roncerns; or too 

n.arrav and excluding legitimate areas of investigation. 

Glass and Ellett (l980l favour Scriven's (1967} definition, maintaining 

it captures the essential features of evaluation. 

11
· ~aluation] oonsists s.i.n:ply in the gathering and oombining of 

perfonnance data with a weighted set of critical scales to 

yield either cx:nparati.ve or numerical ratings, and in the 

justification of (a) the data-gathering instruments, (b) the 

weightings, and (cl the selection of criteria." 

(Scriven, l967, ci.ted in Glass and Ellett, 1980, p. 212.) 

Glass and Ellett (.1980} consiaer nost definitions of evaluation are 

stipulati ve, and aw laud Seri ven for a definition which approaches 

description, i.e. gives -an acrount of prior usage. '!be present writer 

suspects the soope of Scri.ven' s definition relegates it to the over

inclusive category suggested by Glass and Ellett (1980). Furthenrore, 

this definition may well be inc:orrprehensible to readers without prior 

knowledge of the dinensions of evaluation research. 

A definition that limits evaluation research to assessm:mt of human 

resource progranmes through the use of social science methodology has 

been provided by Freeman (1977} • 



II evaluation research is best defined as act.i vi ties which 

follCM the general mandates of social research, cx:npranising 

these as nrinimally as possible because of the realities of the 

political and pragmatic environment in which investigators work. 

In other words, evaluation research is -the application of social 

science rrethodologies to the assessrrent of human resource 

programs, so that it is possible to determine, enpirically and 

with confidence that results from employing scientific procedures, 

whether or not they are useful." (Freeman, 1977, p. 25.) 

Not only does this definition maintain reasonable boundaries for the 
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field of evaluation research, but it also acknCMledges the political and 

pragmatic cxmstraints of applied research while stressing the need for 

errpiri_cal scientific nethods. Unfortunately it falls short of being an 

acceptable definition by implying that the ultimate outcane of a progranme 

is the only area of interest in evaluation research. ('lhis issue will 

be discussed later in the chapter. l Freeman redresses the misconception 

in the Rossi and Freeman (19 82 )_ definition, used by Aiken and Kehrer 

(19851 to introduce a chapter addressing rrethodological issues in 

Evaluation Studies Review Annual. 

"Evaluation research is the systematic application of social 

research procedures in assessing the cx:>nceptualization and 

design, .irrplenentation, and utility of social intervention 

programs. . • Evaluation research involves the use of social 

research methodologies to judge and to improve the planning, 

noni.toring, effectiveness, and efficacy of health, education, 

welfare, and other human service programs." ~ssi and 

Freeman, l982, p. 20.l 

The present writer bas adq:>ted the Rossi and Freeman (1982)_ definition 

because explicitly or inplici:tly it~ all the facets of 

evaluation research recx:>gni.zed by Scriven (19671 and Rossi (1977}, while 

at the sane time acknow-ledging that evaluation research incorporates 

assessment of process, as well as outcx:rce. The definition stresses the 

need to examine programne rationale and desigri, programne operation, the 

overall usefulness of the intervention, and the use of infonnation 

obtained to m:xlify the progranme toward the direction of the desired 

outcxrre. In short, the definition embraces all aspects of progranme 

intervention, and not nerely assessment of the end result. 



The foregoing discussion of definitions serves to highlight the broad 

scope of evaluation research, and provides an indication of the many 

potential areas of debate within the field. A detailed 'state of the 

art' review of evaluation literature is beyond the srope of the present 

discussion: instead a discussion of selected issues of particular 

relevanre to the present study is offered . 

.l. 2 Research resign 
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'Ihe experinent has been defined by Keppel and Saufley (1980) as the basic 

m:ans of establishing causal relationships between environmental events 

and specific behavioural effects. Cook and carrpbell (1976) divide 

experi.mantal design into two major categories: 'true' eJ<periroents, in 

which assignrcent to rondition or treat:Jrent is 2:andam; and quasi

experi.mants, which approximate 'true' experi.rnents in all respects exrept 

ran.dan assignment. Thus, in quasi-exper.irtents subjects are assigned to 

ronditions on the basis of already existing differences, (i.e. non

randanlyl and therefore are non-equivalent before independent variable 

adrnin:istration. Obviously, 'true' experiments penni.t the drawing of 

stronger causal inferences, but random assignment is not always possible, 

(or ethicall in applied research settings. 

'lhe cx::>nstraints of applied research. should not l'lavever, be used as an 

exalSe for :p:,or exper.irtental rontrol, and the field researcher needs to 

be equally cx>ncerned with proper research design as those who oonduct 

laboratory experinents. Cook and Carrpbell U976) offer suggestions for 

overa::ming some randanization difficulties and note situations where 

opportunities. for randcmization might be maximized. Hc:Mever, in many 

cases the. nost appropriate design for a field project is quasi

experimental. Cook. and campbell (19.76}_ discuss the four types of 

validity to be considered by researchers, and offer quasi-experimental 

designs inrorporating rontrols to overcx::ne sane threats to validity. 

'Ibey also observe that while the ordering of .fonns of validity for the 

thoore.ti.cian is internal, cx::>nstruct, cx:,nclusion, and external validity, 

for the applied researcher the priorities are ordered as follows: 

internal, external, ronclusion, and ronstruct validity. Wortman (l.975) 

notes that for the applied researcher criteria for intemal and external 

validity are. the nost difficult to satisfy. He has inoorporated these 

~ns, along with. cxmclusion_, and oonstruct validity, in his nodel 

of evaluation research which is examined in Chapter two. 



1. 3 Quantitative versus Qualitative Methods 

The relative merits of quantitative and qualitative rnethcx:ls has been the 

subject of protracted aebate in the evaluation literature (Conner, 
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Altman and Jackson, 1984). Because evaluation methodologies developed 

from the strategies used by social scientists in experimental research, 

early evaluation researchers were urged to viEM social refonns as experi

ments calling for quantitative methods (e.g. Campbell, 1969). Deshler 

(19841 credits Weiss (1972) with being one of the early supporters of 

qualitative methods in evaluation research, but as Conner et al. (1984) 

noted, the advocates of qualitative rnethcx:ls had to errphasize the differ

ences between the approaches in order to be heard, and polarization of 

opinion resulted. Riecken and Boruch (1978) qbserved that while the 

proponents of the experimental approach stressed the need for internal 

validity and unbiased estimates of treabnent efficacy, the critics pointed 

to limi._ted external validity arising fran the differences between experi

mental situations: and the applied setting. HcMever, they did report 

that progress was being made tc:Mard developing rnethods which utilize ooth 
qualitative and quantitative information. 

Fortunately, as Conner et al. (l9841 note, "The issue no longer seans to 

be which approach is better but, instead, is hcM we can capitalize on the 

cx:,nplementarity of these approacbes ·to design nore sensitive studies." 

(p. 17.} These autinrs express a hope that rather than develop an 

amalgam of traditional approaches, the evolution of a unique evaluation 

research rnethodology will be enoouraged. It seems important to reiterate 

here that the difficulties of evaluation research are no excuse for poor 

research design or rneth:>dology. The onus is on the evaluator to 

maximize the overall validity of research design. 

1.4 Evaluation of Process and 0-lto:>rne 

Freeman (1977) reduces evaluation activities to n-.io fundamental questions: 

fiI:stly, whether the programme intervention was inplernented as specifie:l 

in the progranme design (process evaluation); and secondly, whether the 

prograrrme was effective in producing change (irrpact evaluation) • 

Conceptually it is probably easier to discuss evaluation of progranune 

outaxre (inpact} first. Ircpact evaluation proceeds through ahalysis of 

the relationship bebleen prograrrrne objectives and outcane variables, to 
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ascertain whether or not the intervention has achieved the desired and 

predicted results. Obviously, the nature of inpact evaluation makes it 

readily adaptable to experi.m?ntal or quasi-experimental design, using the 

treatrrent or intervention as the independent variable, and the outcare as 

the dependent variable. Freeman (1977) alleges that because experi

mental designs inoorporate oontrol of extenial biases, nost evaluation 

researchers oonsider this to be the nost appropriate way to measure 

progranrre iltpact. HCMever, Christensen (1980) has warned that 

oonceptualizing evaluation research as an experiment may inply "a degree 

of finality that it does not really have." (p. 287.) Elaborating on 

this staterrent he observed that iropact evaluation includes the tacit 

obligation of the evaluator to furnish rea:mnendations for prograrnne 

improvement where necessary. Wortman (1975), following Scriven (1972), 

refers to the outcx:rne phase of evaluation as surctnative evaluation, while 

Williamson, Prost and George (1978} have tenned it goal-outcone oongruenoe. 

Outa::me or impact evaluation assumes the prograrmie intervention has taken 

place as originally prescribed, but this assunption is not always valid. 

M:x'li fi C'.ation of the independent variable may occur for a myriad of 

reasons: those sugges.ted by Freeman (1977) include unavailability of 

rescurces, political interference, }X)Or m::>tivation of staff, or failure 

to attract appropriate progranme recipients. As Freeman (1977) noted, 

knowing the inpact or outa::lme of a programne is of little value unless it 

can be shown that the progranme did take place, and as intended. The 

assessment of how faithfully a programne has been iraplernented is referred 

to as process evaluation. 

'1w questions are central to process evaluation: first, has the prograrrrre 

reached the intended target IXJI?Ulation or target area? and seoond, were 

the various intervention procedures perfontai in cx:nplianoe with prograrrme 

design or derived from the ideals explicated in that design? (Freeman, 

19771. 

ProcEss evaluation does not fit any particular paradigm, and is therefore 

nore. diffiatl. t to assess than inpact evaluation. 'll1e evaluator is faced 

wi..th the. task of ai=-sembHng data on· p:rogramne operation and cx:rcparing 

cunent functioning with that specified in progranme design. Similarly, 

description of progranme recipients is a:mpared with the significant 

variables of the target populati.c:n. The assmption here is that 
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prograrrrre elarents have been adequately defined and the target population 

accurately identified in the planning stages of the programme. If this 

was not done, the evaluator needs to have the programne designers clearly 

define the proposed prograrme inputs, including programre personnel, 

treat:rrents, and progranme recipients. Process evaluation includes 

Quay's (.1977) concept of programne integrity: ensuring the treatment is 

of sufficient quality and quantity to ITeet prograrnrre requirerrents. 

WOrbnan (19751 used Scriven's (1972) tenn 'formative evaluation' to 

discuss progranme inputs and processes. 

Fonnative evaluation, which Wortman (1975) defines as "the process of 

treat:rrent developrent or fonnation and the selection of goals" (p. 564), 

is a dynamic process. It not only looks at progranme inputs, but also 

uses the aata ·obtained fran process-type evaluation as an information 

feedback loop to rocxlify and inprove progranroe operation. Christensen 

(19.80}_ has likened fo:rroative evaluation to a series of irc;>act evaluations, 

however the present writer ronsiders a rcore accurate conceptualization 

would be as a series of process-inpact evaluations, thereby giving proper 

enphas:is to the evaluation of the fonnation of the prograrnre. Williamson 

et al. (1978) have called this stage of evaluation means-end analysis. 

A lcng~ding debate anongst evaluators centred around the relative 

merits of evaluations aimed at proving a progranme's value and wrth, 

versus evaluations abood at improving a programre (Oeshler, 1984). 

Deshler credi.ts Cronbach wi.th in:Ltiating the debate when in 1963 he 

argued that fonnati.ve evaluation was m::>re lltl)Ortant and useful than 

SUI1mati.ve evaluation. Freeman (.19771 expressed similar views on the 

relative v.10rth of process, and impact evaluations, while advocating that 

all evaluations should incorporate ooth. process and inpact a:mponents. 

Riedcen (19.77}. too stressed the value of incorporating 1:x:>th fonnative and 

surmati.ve evaluation in research. desi.gn, and Worbnan (19751, and 

Will.iam.son et al. (19781 have developed rrodels which utilize both 

formative and sumnati.ve evaluation strategies. 

F.arly evaluation research was biased toward evaluation of progranme 

outcone, and Freeman 0.9771 cri.ticized evaluators for avoiding process 

evaluation because lack. of technique refinement made it difficult to 

undertake. Freeman 0.9771. cited an investigation of federally funded 

studies (l3ernstein and Freeman, 19751 which. revealed that 25 percent 
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failed to measure proooss, and has suggested the percentage is higher in 

studies undertaken at local level both in the United States and abroad. 

Cronbac:h (1982) oonoedes that purely sumrnative evaluation studies can be 

utilized where treatments are fixed, as in drug and vaccine testing. 

He remains sceptical al:out the value of pure summaries of outcome in 

social research, except where a programrre is already fully developed. 

Brook (1984) notes that one type of outro:rce evaluation which has gained 

acceptance with the present errphasis on fiscal accountability, is that 

of cost-benefit or cost-effectiveness evaluation. 

At the present time researchers appear to recognize the contril>ution to 

be made by both process and outcare evaluation. As Deshler (1984) 

states, "Today 1::oth kinds of evaluation are considered to be equally 

:important, and to argue that one is better than the other is ridiculous." 

(p. 7. l 

l. s Q)a1. setting and Evaluation 

Goals are a vital aspect of programme planning and evaluation. Wortman 

(l975) discusses fonnative evaluation as the developrent of the treatment 

intervention and selection of appropriate treaurent goals; and sunmative 

evaluation as l:eing concerned wi.th how effectively the prograrcrce attains 

those objectives or goals. The selection of prograrcme <pals is rooted 

in the value. sy_stem of a society, and a prograrme which operates 

successfully to achieve worthless cpals is of little value. As Wortman 

(1975) eloquently s.tated " ••. qualitative intuition generates goals and 

preoodes quanti..tati ve, statistical understanding of the progress made 

tavard achieving those goals." (p. 565.) 

In discussing goals, Zusman and Wurster (19751 assert that for sorre 

service delive:ry prograrmnes, agency g::,als may be appropriate, but for 

others '~. • • for exanple, an agency de"VOted to inproving the quail ty of 

child rearing anong its clients ••• " (p. xvilil the primary objectives 

are not clear-cut, and the problem of goal setting oorrplex. Kiresuk and 

lll!1d 0.9.7 5 l advocate examining g::>als at indi vi.dual rather than organizat

ional level: Goal Att:a:imoont Scaling was developed as a behavioural 

nethod of assessing progress tcMard operationally defined individual 

cpals in ·clinical and therapeutic interventions, that could also be used 

to evaluate overall progranroe functioning. A critique of Goal Attai.nrrent 
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Scaling by Calsyn and Davidson (1978) ronm:.nds the attenpt to make 

evaluation nore relevant to service providers, but ooncludes that G:>al 

Attainment Scaling is differentially effective in neeting its dual auns. 
While conceding that there is evidence that Goal Attainment Scaling is 

effective as a therapeutic or programre rnanagerrent tool, they note that 

it lacks of psychometric properties, and should not be used as an 

evaluation technique in isolation. This procedure should be used as 

part of a multivariate strategy which includes valid measuring instruments 

administered to all clients in the prograrrrne. 

1.6 Q:>al Setting and Stress 

Q:>al setting has also been utilized in the management of stress. Stress 

was defined by McGrath (1976) as an imbalance between_ enviroJ'lire.ntal 

demands and the organism's capacity to respond. He postulated six 

potential sources of stress in organizational settings: role-based 

stress, task-based stress, stress intrinsic to the behaviour setting, 

stress related to the physical environment, stress originating in the 

social rnileau, and intra-personal stress . The Ccx:Jper and Marshall 

(1976) nodel also identified role-based stress as a major source of 

occupational stress. 

In discussing aspects of· role-based stress, Glowinkowski and C.ooper 

(1986) identified three prime c::crip:>nents; role oonflict, role ambiguity, 

and having responsibility for others. Rizzo, House and Lirtzrnan (1970) 

defined role ronflict as perception of inronsistent demands which may 

arise fran: 

1) inter-sender conflict when two or nore persons make 

incorcpatible demands on the role holder 

2) inter-role cx:mflict occurring when a person holds two or 

nore positions with incx:mgruent demands 

3 l intra-sender conflict when t:rne, resources, and personal 

capabili ti.es are incx:rapatible wi. th the expected role 

behaviour 

4} person-role oonflict arising when personal values and 

defined role behaviour are inronpatible. 

Role ambiguity results when the role holder has insufficient knowledge 

of the role behaviour requirements of a given organizational position 
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(ibid). Glo.vinkowski and Cooper (1986) note that early researche"t'.'s 

found a rorrelation between role stress, and physical and mental ill 

health. Later studies (e.g. Keenan and Newton, 1984; Martin, 1984) 

supp:>rt this relationship, while Kerrery, Bedeian, lvbssholder and 

Touliatos (1985) found role ambiguity and role ronflict directly linked 

to job satisfaction, job-related tension, and the tendency to resign in 

a group of acrountants. 

Newman and Beehr (1979), who ronducted a major review of personal and 

organizational rrethods for dealing with job stress corrrrented on a paucity 

of enpirical evidence in the area, and the lack of rontribution from 

industrial and organizational psychologists. Landy (1985) suggests 

four basic approaches to dealing with job stress: behavioural inter

vention, physiological intervention, cx::>gnitive intervention, and job 

design and redesign. Although errpirical evaluation of the efficacy of 
. 

the basic approaches in reducing occupational stress is scant, he cited 

two studies which supi;ort intervention at organizational level (Jackson 

l983; Ganster, Mayes, Sime and Tharp, 1982). 

I-bst of the literature on goal setting has investigated the relationship 

between goal speci£icity and perforroance (Quick, 1979). A review by 

Latham and Yukl (.19751; and Quick' s (l979l study suggest that goal 

setting activi.ties are effecti--ve in reducing role ambiguity through goal 

clarification. Steer 0.9.761. found a relationship between job satis

faction and goal specificity. 

It has been suggested in the literablre on stress managarent techniques 

that goal setting is a useful roping strategy, (e.g. Dewe, 1985; .M.lldary, 

1983; Selye, 1974; Tubesing, J.981).. Ganster et al. (1982) observed 

however, that while an intrapersonal approach was noderately successful 

in their study, changing envi.roI'lID:mtal characteristics is rrore appropriate 

than teaching the individual to rope with stress induced by environmental 

demands·. After reviewing the relevant literature, Murphy (1984} observed 

that .rcost occupational stress management progranrnes are not aiioed at 

reducing or eliminating sources of stress, but rather at teaching coping 

skills-. He oonsiders job redesign approaches to be preferable, but 

notes that there are significant problens associated with their 

develor:m=nt and inplerrentation. 
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1.7 Organizational Threats to Evaluation 

The basis of every social intervention progranme is a value judgement, 

made by an indi. vidual or group, about the needs of sane section of 

society. vbrtman (1975) credited Glennan (1974) with the observation 

that social experinentation is a 'IX>litical act', rerognizing that social 

prograrrmes cannot be isolated fran the political climate in which they 

exist. E.'valuation research is primarily a 'IX>litical decision-making 

tool' (Christensen, 1980) , making it incumbent on the researcher to not 

only design research frcm which valid oonclusions may be drawn, but also 

to maxiIDize the probability that research findings will be utilized. 

Ccok (1978). discusses evaluation research utilization at a theoretical 

level using Caplan' s concept of b.o cultures. The first is a knowledge

generating culture seeking truth., validity, and goal-oriented rationality. 

The seoond is a potential know-ledge-utilization culture valuing pragmatic 

action and process-oriented reality. The second culture stresses 

feasibility over idealism, timeliness over accuracy, and self-preservation 

over truth. Because the two cultures have different orientations, 

a:mnuni.cati.on between them is ·difficult; the products of the fontler are 

seen as. only narginally relevant to the perceived needs of the latter. 

At the pragmatic level the researcher needs sane awareness of the purpose 

of the evaluation. If th:>se a:mnissioning the research propose to 

use the information to justify a stance, findings contrary to their 

expectations are tmlikely to be utilized. For example, Riecken (1977) 

observed that evaluation research may be invoked for a variety of purposes 

which. include programne justification or improvernent, but may also include 

attribution of blame for failure, leadership change, or curtailment of 

activities. He oonsiders that serious. research is not justified for 

the latter class of purposes since the intentions of tlx:)se requiring 

the evaluation are prefonned and tmlikely to be influenced by research 

findings. Several auth:>rs (Agarwala-Rogers, 197.7; Barnes, Brook, 

Hesketh and Johnson, 1985; Bonorna, 1977; Dowell and Kriesel, 1981; 

Williamson et al.., 1978} offer practical suggestions to enhance the 

probability of research utilization. 'Ihe rea:mnendations include: 

providing ·feedback during the evaluation; presenting results in sircq;:>le, 

clear language; acknowledging broader cx:mnunity constraints such as the 
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econanic climate; and responding to criticism of the research openly and 

non-defensively. 

Ethical considerations, always :i.rrportant in experi.Irentation, are partic

ularly relevant to social research where large numbers of participants 

and sensitive issues may be involved. Riecken (1977) suggests that the 

overriding principle should be that the intervention does not hann 

participants in any respect. A major resi;:onsibility of the researcher is 

to ensure confidentiality of information. Other ethical issues include 

the question of infonned consent, and the withholding of treatrrent from 

the control groups. These issues are discussed by Rieck.en ( 1977) , and 

Riecken and Boruch (1978) .• 

'Ihe concept, of two cultures intercepting in evaluation research serves 

to highlight further difficulties encountered in evaluation sbldies. 

Programme staff may undervalue the evaluation effort, lacking rrotivation 

to ootain complete and accurate data, while at ti.rres programne values and 

needs must take precedence over evaluation needs. Staff may also resist 

evalnation efforts in the belief that they, and not the prograrrme, are 

the primary focus of the research. Other problems include environrrental 

ronstraints, diffi.culty in maintaining control over the exper:i.rrental 

situation, and the prow.em of staff continuity. A further problem may 

be an increase in stress for staff involved in a study which could have 

job repercussions. Sare of these difficulties may be overa:::me by 

\y[)rking in a oollaborative alliance with prograrrme staff, but others may 

need to be accepted philosopmcally as ronoomitants of applied research. 

'Ihey should not however be used to justify inadequate research methods. 

1.8 Surnnary 

As the field of evaluation research has developed, the polarity of 

opinion that characterized discussion of many of the major issues has 

resolved. The novice evaluator, now left without strict "either/or" 

choices may however be left with the irrpression that in evaluation 

"anything goes". While it is accepted that each evaluation :rrust be 

tailored to the individual organization, the guiding principle still 

remains sound research design te.npered with imagination and a:mron sense. 

Fortunately, some writers have drawn the requirements of sound evaluation 

research into nod.els for research design, and while it is unlikely that 



a specific ·noael will meet every requirenent of a particular project, 

these do provide an overall organizing oonceptual framework fran which 

to ~rk. The use of particular rrodels to develop a oonceptual 

franework for the present study will be discussed in the next chapter. 

.Lb 




